
 

KME MCX12 PANO COMPACT HIGH-PERFORMANCE COAXIAL STAGE
MONITOR  

2.350,00 € tax included  
Reference: KMMCX12

KME MCX12 PANO COMPACT HIGH-
PERFORMANCE COAXIAL STAGE MONITOR  

The MCX 12 is a high-performance coaxial stage monitor offering various applications.
Depending on the application, the design enables three set-up options:
35° angle for monitoring from short distances, 55° for longer distances, and 90° e.g. for front-fill applications at the stage edge.
Furthermore, by the two vario fix points a quick and tool-free mounting of the vario fix U-bracket for flying applications is possible.
Due to its inconspicuous design, the MCX 12 fits harmoniously and eleganty into all surroundings. The speaker features a broad
dispersion of 80°. The highly sturdy monitor convinces with its precise sound reproduction and gives musicians on stage a top-class
sound experience. The flange inside the handle provides to possibility to use the MCX 12 as a PA system on a high stand.
If required, the MCX 12 combines perfectly with the QLB 215 or QLB 118X/G subwoofers. The monitor offers three Neutrik NL4 speakon
connectors. Two of
them are placed on the side of the high stand flange.

- Components: 12“ + 2“ (3“ voice coil), coaxial
- Dispersion (h x v): 80° conical
- Nominal load AES / Program (Watt): 400 / 800
- Impedance (Ohm): 8
- SPL nom / max (*dB): 98 / 124
- Frequency range (-6 dB): 65 Hz – 19 kHz
- Crossover frequency (Hz): 1300 Hz
- Connectors: 3x Speakon NL4 (2x right, 1x left)
- Special features: 2x butterfly handle four sided, 2x vario fix point M10, 1x M8 safety thread
- Finish: PU coating (black)
- Protective grille: sturdy front grille with acoustic foam
- Protection class: IP 44
- Dimensions W/H/D (mm): 485 x 345 x 430
- Weight (kg): 20
- Application: low profile stage monitor with 3, possible positions (35°, 55°, 90°), and integrated high stand flange
- Recommended system amplifier (preset): DA 230, DA 428 (monitor/top preset)
- System extension (recommendation): Subwoofer extensions: QLB 215, QLB 118X/G
- Accessories (optional): vario fix U-bracket, M8 eyebolts, protective cover, transport case
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